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Summary
Despite an increase since the beginning of 2014-15, there has been a long-term
downward trend in the overall complaints rate. Some have attributed this to passengers
gravitating towards social media to complain about their train operator rather than using
more traditional methods.
Due to the differences in approach to social media, recording complaints through social
media is not possible at this time but should remain a long-term goal.
The size of the customer base that interacts with the train operators through social media
means that their feedback is a very rich source of information and should be recorded.
We will continue to work with train operators and social media analytics providers to
explore suitable measures that record categorisation/sentiment of feedback through social
media.

Purpose of the document
The purpose of this report was to investigate whether we could identify any data which
would help us gauge how train operators approach social media from a passenger
engagement and a complaints perspective. We have been working with the train operators
to learn more about their approach to social media and carried out a survey which
explored a number of different areas, including:




Time and resource dedicated to social media
Level of engagement
Recording feedback

Based on the survey results, the report looks at whether there is any commonality in train
operators’ approach to social media and whether it is feasible to record complaints made
through this channel, noting some of the challenges in finding a consistent measure,
including:




What constitutes a complaint?
Passenger/TOC behaviour towards social media
Capturing sentiment of feedback

Furthermore, the report looks at how similar industries deal with social media and whether
there are any lessons the rail industry can learn from their approach.
Lastly, it looks at some of the data that is currently available.

Background
Last quarter, we published our quarterly statistics on train operating companies’
complaints and despite the increase in the rate of complaints on the same time last year,
there has been a long term downward trend. Train service performance, which covers
punctuality & reliability, remains the largest cause of complaints (34.7% in 2014-15 Q3)
and with punctuality and cancellation measures deteriorating in the past year, one might
expect complaints in this area to rise but their share of total complaints has fallen from
41.2% to 34.7%.
One theory over the long term downward trend is that the complaints rate is only reducing
because passengers, who may previously have complained through more traditional
channels, are now taking to social media as a means of expressing their dissatisfaction.
Currently, complaints made through social media are exempt from the data collection for
reasons we will explore later in the report.
Alternatively, it may be that passengers have come to accept current levels of punctuality
as the norm and therefore feel less inclined to complain. It could also be that train
operators are engaging with customers more during disruption, particularly through social
media, which helps to cut off any complaints at source because at least passengers
understand why their train is being held up.
Both of these alternative theories are borne out in the latest statistics that showed
complaints on passenger information make up 4.5% of all complaints in 2014-15 Q3, down
from 6.0% in 2010-11, possibly a consequence of the positive work train operators are
doing in engaging with their customers on social media.
Taking these into account, we have two competing scenarios; is social media the new
vehicle for complaints or is the way operators are using social media helping reduce
complaints?
We acknowledge that there is a gap in our knowledge when it comes to measuring
feedback through social media and sent out a short survey to the train operators earlier
this year to understand more about how they use social media and whether feedback is
captured.

Summary of survey results
All franchised operators have a Twitter account with a number of train operating
companies (TOCs) also being active on other social media platforms such as Facebook,
Pinterest and LinkedIn. Given that Twitter is the only consistent forum used across all
operators; this report focuses on Twitter and the train operators’ approach to capturing
feedback.
The train operators all have slightly different ways of working with Twitter, particularly in
terms of when their feed is manned. Three train operators are on Twitter 24 hours a day, 7
days a week whilst a number of others are only manned during business hours, though
again the specifics on time differ depending on the operator.
90% of franchised train operators send out a mixture of proactive and reactive tweets,
however the scope of their engagement differs markedly. For example, at the time of the
survey the number of proactive tweets sent ranged from 500 to 33,000 whilst the volume
of reactive tweets ranges from 10,000 to 126,000.
This creates a problem as the more proactive you are, the more likely you are to get a
response, therefore any complaints data would have to take the level of TOC engagement
into account. Furthermore, during the periods when a feed is not manned, Twitter traffic to
that specific account is likely to be low and not all operators’ direct customers towards
another feed (e.g. National Rail Enquiries)
Knowing the volume of tweets alone does not provide us with any indication of whether
these are complaints, rants or positive tweets. Although the number of proactive tweets
being sent out by train operators may illustrate their positive engagement with customers,
we do not know the content of these tweets to judge whether they are beneficial to the
customer. For example, a tweet notifying customers of potential delay is useful and may
generate a lot of negative feedback whereas a tweet advertising a competition or a
promotional fare would not have the same effect. Therefore, recording the volume of
tweets sent alone does not represent a useful statistic and in order to get something more
tangible, ORR would need to know the tone of the proactive tweets being sent.
We know that around two-thirds of train operators record the feedback they receive
through Twitter and only half record these tweets into either sentiment or complaint
category. One possible measure may be to record the proportion of positive/negative
feedback they receive via Twitter. However, this would require those other train operators
that do not currently collect that data to adapt their processes to capture it.

What is done in other industries?
It is difficult to compare train operators with other industries as the way people use their
phones to access social media can lend itself to complaining about their train operator.
Research has shown that one in three commuters’ access social media during their
commute and with the more widespread access to wi-fi, this provides commuters with an
easy platform to air their views. Intuitively, it is also more likely that passengers will engage
with the train operator on this journey rather than complain to their bank, telecoms or utility
provider during their commute.

Telecommunications
Within the telecommunications industry, there is no requirement from Ofcom on providers
to collect complaints through social media, although they can do so if they wish. This
would lead to inconsistencies within the dataset, which we are keen to avoid. In terms of
what avenues there are for making a complaint, the current complaints procedure states
that:
A Complaints Policy must have in place at least two of the following three low-cost options
for consumers to lodge a complaint:




a ‘free to call’ number or a phone number charged at the equivalent of a geographic
call rate;
a UK postal address; or
an email address or internet web page form.

Energy
Ofgem has stated that it requires complaints made to energy suppliers via social media to
be logged as a complaint. They are not reported as a standalone item but are included in a
pot that captures all complaints, defined as ‘any expression of dissatisfaction’.
However, the guidance does not refer specifically to the inclusion of social media
complaints:
Each regulated provider’s Complaints Handling Procedure must allow for consumer
complaints to be made orally (by telephone or in person at the regulated provider’s
business premises) or in writing (including by email).
The providers themselves do not invite complaints through social media. Of the big six
energy firms, all follow the guidance in providing a postal address, a telephone number
and an e-mail address but there is no mention or reference made to a Twitter address or
similar within their complaint data or on the complaints section of their website.

Finance
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) guidance on complaints requires financial institutions
to record:
“any oral or written expression of dissatisfaction, whether justified or not, from, or on behalf
of, a person about the provision of, or failure to provide, a financial service or a redress
determination, which: (a) alleges that the complainant has suffered (or may suffer)
financial loss, material distress or material inconvenience; and (b) relates to an activity of
that respondent, or of any other respondent with whom that respondent has some
connection in marketing or providing financial services or products, which comes under the
jurisdiction of the Financial Ombudsman Service.”
Only those institutions that have received over 500 complaints in the last six months are
required to submit data to FCA. As with the energy firms, the financial institutions
researched only reference a postal address, telephone number and e-mail address as
complaint channels.
In terms of the complaints handling process and associated guidance, the current
approach for train operators is consistent with most other industries. The guidance across
all industries stipulates the channels that need to be in place for handling complaints and
none make specific reference to Twitter or social media. However, companies within the
energy industry do record complaints made through Twitter and the ‘big six’ all have
specific Twitter feeds for their customer services team.

Challenges
A complaint is currently defined as 'any expression of dissatisfaction'. If someone puts the
following message onto Twitter 'how do your bosses sleep at night knowing how disgusting
your service is. Robbing people daily’, based on the original definition this should be
logged as a complaint. However, one of the primary motives for people using Twitter is to
share their thoughts with friends and the wider world. This comment could just as easily be
muttered between two passengers on a service without it ever being logged as a
complaint.
There is also the difficulty of how any complaint made through social media is captured by
the operator. For example, do TOCs only record those tweets when it is a direct message
or a mention (i.e. @toc_name is captured within the text)? Or do TOCs search for
keywords/phrases associated with their TOC to capture complaints that may not
specifically address them within the tweet. One option is to specify a unique hashtag which
would capture everything in one central place. ORR uses #OpenRail when the content of
the tweet is centred on transparency in the rail industry and a similar hashtag could be
used across the rail industry to help identify a complaint.
There are challenges with this option in terms of public awareness of the hashtag and who
would be responsible for monitoring and recording the complaints made through this
method. This could, in part, be solved by limiting the recording of the complaints to only
those that specifically reference the TOC and use the hashtag within the tweet itself. In
addition, it would have to be monitored closely to ensure the hashtag was not used
erroneously.
As we discovered during our initial survey of train operators, some TOCs are more
reactive than others on Twitter in terms of responding to comments made by passengers.
A customer is only likely to engage directly with a company on Twitter if they feel it is
worthwhile and if they are likely to get a response from the person at the other end.
Conversely, if a TOC is not very active on Twitter and does not engage with passengers,
there is little point in expressing your dissatisfaction directly to that operator. If we started
to look at this from a complaints volume perspective, the more proactive TOC would
receive far more 'complaints' and any publication of this data could lead to a perverse
incentive for TOCs as their engagement with customers should be seen as a positive and
be encouraged. This phenomenon is also apparent in the regular complaints data
collection (e.g. handing out pre-printed comment forms on board delayed trains) but due to
the differences in approach to Twitter, this effect would be magnified.
A number of train operators record the sentiment of any messages they receive via
Twitter; most broadly into positive and negative feedback though some do disaggregate
further and identify specific complaint categories. As the categorisation of feedback is not
consistent across all operators and some reporting systems may not allow for this to be

done without expense, one potential option is to use data from an independent company
who analyse Twitter activity. There are a number of companies that provide this kind of
service and some train operators already contract out this type of analysis. The general
approach is to categorise tweets into sentiment based on keywords or phrases. However,
one potential drawback is whether these methods capture tweets that are sarcastic. For
example, the following tweet was sent to one train operator; ‘Paying over £4,000 a year to
sit in this luxury every morning……’. There is no indication in the words alone that this is
an expression of dissatisfaction so would this be classed as positive feedback because of
the word ‘luxury’?
Another difficult aspect of recording genuine complaints on Twitter is the serial
complainant. The ease of access to Twitter makes it a haven for serial complainants to air
their grievances on an almost daily basis. Although this type of behaviour is also apparent
in other complaint channels, most likely e-mail, it would be exacerbated on Twitter due to
the ease of access. Any published dataset would have to take this into account.

What data do we have?
The only consistent information we have to date is what is publically available i.e. number
of Twitter followers and number of tweets. The chart below shows the data for each train
operating company.
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Furthermore, every Twitter account can access its own analytics. This provides information
on the level of engagement with Twitter users. It is derived by calculating total number of
interactions (responses, retweets etc.) and dividing that by the total number of followers.
For example, if a tweet from an account with five followers gets two responses, the
engagement is 40%. Therefore, the higher the percentage, the more your followers are
engaged.

This could be a partial reflection of how well train operators are doing in terms of customer
engagement but any output from that is based on the assumption that the followers of train
operators behave the same in terms of their Twitter activity and this is not likely to be the
case. For example, commuters are more likely to be engaging with their train operator
given the frequency of travel and the propensity for people to access social media whilst
commuting. Followers of train operators that have a higher proportion of low frequency,
leisure travellers are likely to have lower engagement as users are not as interested in the
day-to-day running of the services. The difficulty with the engagement rate is that it does
not provide any indication as to the nature of the engagement, be it positive or negative.
Furthermore, some TOCs use Twitter for marketing as well as customer service purposes
so any reporting based on the engagement rate would not solely capture complaints.
As with the current service satisfaction statistics that we publish, these caveats would have
to be prominent in any release to make users aware when directly comparing operators.

Conclusions
There are clearly a number of difficulties in capturing social media ‘complaints’ but given
the increasing use of social media amongst passengers, calculating a consistent measure
has to be the long-term aspiration.
Train operators quite rightly place a lot of emphasis on their National Rail Passenger
Survey (NRPS) satisfaction scores and feedback from the survey helps to inform and
direct TOC policies. Given that the sample size of the NRPS is around 1/10th of the
number of followers on Twitter, there is a very rich customer base on Twitter that TOCs
should be listening to. Therefore, feedback made through social media should be properly
recorded to ensure that on-going issues are captured and remedied.
With regards to the publication of a dataset solely measuring social media complaints, the
level of inconsistency between operators means that this is not currently feasible but we
will continue to work with train operators and external agencies to explore suitable
measures. Some of the areas we will focus on are how train operators are currently
recording the categorisation/sentiment of tweets and the feasibility of using an external
agency to carry out some independent cross-industry analysis.

